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he Alliance for Academic Internal Medicine (AAIM)
s composed of key internal medicine-based profes-
ional bodies committed to the preservation, growth,
nd refinement of the specialty. Member organizations
nclude the Association of Professors of Medicine, the
ssociation of Specialty Professors, the Association of
rogram Directors in Internal Medicine, Clerkship Di-
ectors in Internal Medicine, and Administrators of
nternal Medicine.1 A primary mission of AAIM is to
oster change in medical education to best meet the
eeds of future practitioners, academicians, and leaders
n internal medicine. To this end, AAIM in 2006 char-
ered the Education Redesign Task Force, composed of
epresentatives of the member organizations and of the
merican College of Physicians and American Board
f Internal Medicine, to address several topics critical
o the mission of internal medicine education.2 A sec-
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nd task force was similarly chartered in 2008 and
harged to examine and make recommendations on 3
dditional issues: defining the essence of internal med-
cine; formulating a pathway toward competency-based
edical education; and describing and examining is-

ues related to clinical medical educators, specifically
he master teacher (MT).

The history, evidence sources, and specific goals of
his report have been elucidated in a previous APM
erspectives,3 which described in detail the perceived
eeds for these specialized teacher-educators and the
kill sets anticipated to meet these needs. Part 2 will
xamine the types of training and faculty development
rograms clinician educators need to obtain and grow
hese skills. Future APM Perspectives will address fi-
ancial resourcing, scholarship and faculty role (as well
s tools available for achievement documentation), and
cademic promotion and tenure.

ACULTY DEVELOPMENT FOR MASTER
EACHERS
aster Teachers will be expected to achieve the same

igh competency level as other faculty.4 Because newly
ecruited clinician educators (CE) rarely have expertise
n this broad and deep skill set when initially appointed,
uture MTs will require additional training and dedi-

ated formal mentorship.5,6

dicine. All rights reserved.
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raining Programs for Master
eachers/Clinician Educators
ormal faculty development programs include a range
f activities that impart or renew faculty skills in teach-
ng, research, administration, career planning, and de-
ision-making.7,8 Focused pro-
rams are often necessary for
nstitutions to affect curricular
hange and the improvements
n instructional and evaluative
ethods essential to maintain-

ng educational quality.9,10 Be-
ause of the heavy time de-
ands on CEs and MTs, they
ill need access to a broad

ange of development activi-
ies. Fortunately, available op-
ions are many and varied.11

opics of faculty development
ctivities typically include:4

Orientation to the profession,
institution, and their cultures
Teaching skills: clinical teach-
ing, large and small group tea-
ching, lectures, and Socra-
tic methods
Networking and mentoring
Educational leadership and administration
Adult learning theory
Curriculum design
Program evaluation
Educational research and scholarship
Learner assessment
Career advancement

Most programs are designed to enhance teaching
kills throughout the educational continuum (under-
raduate, graduate, and continuing medical education)
nd broadly foster academic success (techniques and
pportunities to conduct educational research and net-
ork with other medical educators). Some programs
ay target specific faculty subpopulations; be offered

t local, regional, or national levels; and/or employ a
road array of teaching methods.

Workshops and seminars are generally 1-3 hours in
uration, address a narrow topic, and often involve
udience-facilitator interaction. When conducted lo-
ally, they may be presented by that institution’s fac-
lty or invited extramural experts. Similar faculty de-
elopment workshops are often included in regional or
ational meetings of professional organizations.

Certificate programs are primarily for individuals
ho cannot commit to the time and expense of a mas-

er’s degree program but have learning needs broader
han can be satisfied with workshops and seminars.

PERSPECTIVES VI

● Master teachers
ted clinician edu
skills in all are
education.

● Focused faculty d
quired throughou
as innovative res
port them.

● Master teachers w
by redefined sch
teria to become
bers of medical
medical center f
ypical target audiences are chief residents, fellows, t
ourse directors, and others who might desire formal
ducational credentials.

Educational fellowships are longitudinal programs
hat provide training to a cohort of individuals without
equiring them to be off-site for extended periods of

time. They are typically 1-2
years long and usually require
participants to have protected
time to complete an educa-
tional project. Most fellow-
ships are sponsored by medical
schools, intended to develop
educational leaders within the
institution. Some fellowships
offer enrollment to CEs or MTs
from outside institutions.12

Master’s degree programs
offer formal, credit-accruing
course work; provide a broad
foundation in educational the-
ory and practice; and confer an
academic degree upon success-
ful completion. Master’s de-
grees in health professions
fields are increasingly viewed
as necessary to attain the depth
and breadth of knowledge and

kills needed for medical education leadership, partic-
larly for deans of education or curriculum. Programs
ffering national enrollment use primarily web-based
ormats to limit in-residence requirements.

In addition to these educator-specific programs, sev-
ral national courses focus on general leadership devel-
pment, strategic planning, conflict resolution, budget
nalysis, and other topics relevant to the MT role.13 The
able (available online) presents examples of the de-

cribed programs.
Faculty development programs have increased in

cope and number in recent years. As of 2008, 48% of
orth American medical schools had active medical

ducation fellowships (personal communication, N.
earle, July 17, 2009), while 36 had established acad-
mies of educators.14 Reviews of these initiatives found
hat participants self-reported high satisfaction, felt
hem useful and relevant to their objectives, and expe-
ienced greater motivation and enthusiasm for teaching
ith enhanced awareness of personal strengths and
eaknesses.8,15 In addition, they perceived increased
nowledge of educational principles, reported im-
roved teaching and assessment skills, described posi-
ive changes in their teaching behaviors, and noted an
nhanced sense of efficacy as educators. Faculty devel-
pment initiatives also may lead to more peer-reviewed
ublications by participants16 and positively affect fac-
lty recruitment and retention.17 In general, programs

OINTS

e career-dedica-
rs with enhanced
clinical medical

pment will be re-
ir careers, as well
ng models to sup-

measured in part
ip and tenure cri-
ontributing mem-
ol and academic
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871Geraci et al Master Teachers and Clinician Educators
nd self-reflection, foster collegial peer relationships,
se multiple instructional methods, and meet the needs
f a particular defined faculty group are more likely to
e successful.8,15,18 Medical schools reap returns on
heir investments because graduates frequently assume
ducational leadership positions at the institutions and
arn notoriety and extramural recognition by serving on
ational education committees.16,19

entorship of Master Teachers
crucial factor for the success of MTs will be effective
entoring. Some development programs offer CEs the

pportunity to learn about desirable attributes in a
entor and mentee, master practical skills needed for

dvancement (eg, curriculum vitae preparation, under-
tanding promotion and tenure procedures, and devel-
ping efficient time-management strategies), and net-
ork with potential mentors. Even so, CEs are less

ikely to consider themselves “mentored” than are cli-
ician-scientists.20 Historical mentoring relationships
entered on research, emphasizing how mentors can
ssist in developing an investigator (rather than an
ducator) career. For developing scientists, mentoring
s fully integrated into their career paths through pro-
rams such as postdoctoral fellowships.

A parallel culture does not yet exist for future MTs.
nstead, junior CEs often find themselves at institutions
ith limited support infrastructure, seeking and explor-

ng potential mentors with little structured guidance.
lthough the numbers are small, medical school-based
entoring programs have increased in recent years. A

able listing established mentoring programs at 22
chools has been published by the Association of
merican Medical Colleges and describes several for-
al mentoring approaches.21 These programs match

unior faculty with preselected mentors, deliver cus-
omized mentoring workshops to departments and di-
isions, facilitate professional development and men-
oring contracts, provide online mentoring resources,
nd encourage peer and group mentoring sessions. Sev-
ral programs emphasize mentoring of junior women
aculty.

Predictably, mentorship is highly regarded by fac-
lty who receive this support. Mentored faculty report
ositive influences in career and specialty choices,
cholarly productivity, personal growth, and profes-
ional advancement.22,23 Medical educators identify
entor relationships as essential contributors to their

areer satisfaction24 and cite having a mentor as one of
he most positive influences in their professional
evelopment.25

Information about the benefits of CE mentorship is
argely self-reported. Objective data are lacking, in part
ecause efficacy metrics are imprecise, nonspecific, and
onfounded by uncontrolled variables. A recent review

f mentoring at medical schools concluded that data t
upporting its effectiveness were insufficient to make a
ubstantive statement of the value of mentorship.22

Although formal development programs may ad-
ress the topic of mentorship, most programs focus on
ow CEs should choose a mentor who will promote
heir success. The few published works that offer guid-
nce to potential mentors advocate fostering a non-
hreatening environment and providing accurate,
imely, and constructive feedback; creating and identi-
ying career opportunities; honoring promises; being
xplicit about assignment of credit for work; and ex-
laining how the mentor/mentee relationship will
volve over time.26,27

Even well-trained CEs are often ill equipped to ful-
ll the essential responsibility of being a competent
entor.28 Such skills require development and must

ontinue to be honed, even at late career stages.29 Yet,
ost individuals who mentor their junior colleagues do

o with neither formal training nor ongoing feedback,
elying on their own experiences and observations to
uide their support. Among the novel skills that MTs
ust both practice and convey will be mentoring future
T mentors—expected to be critically important but

ot yet sufficiently described.
Successful mentees bring recognition to their mentor

nd institution, often representing a dependable source
f future high-quality senior faculty. Despite this, suc-
essful mentors rarely receive professional acknowl-
dgement, financial support, or academic credit for
heir accomplishments. The value of faculty mentors
ill need to be recognized through granting protected

ime, salary compensation, and academic recognition
or this essential service. Mentorship support may have

high return on investment for institutions through
nhanced retention and productivity.30

Research is sorely needed on the entire realm of
ormal mentorship for medical educators—including
ow mentors should be trained and their skills refined
or continuous improvement, how mentees should se-
ect a mentor, and what metrics best assess the effec-
iveness and value of mentorship. Master Teachers also
ill be key to this investigative process.

ONCLUSION
n Part 1 of this manuscript, information was presented
upporting the need for a new breed of clinical educa-
or, the Master Teacher and the skill set needed by the

T have been proposed, highlighting the breadth and
epth of abilities these educators will need to fulfill
heir roles for their learners, patients, and colleagues in
ealthcare. Part 2 has summarized key issues and ex-
sting resources and models to provide the training to
evelop and maintain this skill set among CE who
hoose this challenging path. Subsequent sections of

his report will address financing, faculty role and
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cholarship, tracking tools and academic promotion and
enure.

This report was approved by the Chair of the Edu-
ation Redesign Task Force 2 and the Executive Com-
ittee of the Alliance for Academic Internal Medicine.
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, Master’s Programs, and Certificate Programs*

th Fee/Stipend Target Audience Comments

half day per month
r module
re curriculum takes
years
sidence

Stipend
Travel and supplies also

funded

MCW clinical and basic science
faculty

Five learning modules:
Teaching
Curriculum development
Learner assessment
Educational evaluation
Educational leadership and

scholarship
Peer-reviewed project pertinent to

department
ars
sidence

20% Release time
Rare stipend

UCLA clinical and basic
science faculty; competitive

Goals:
Prepare excellent teachers to serve

as course and program directors
Strengthen dossiers for promotion

Topics:
Learning theory Expertise
Curriculum design
Problem-based learning
Clinical teaching
Assessment
Medical education research

half day per week
r 10 months
sidence

Release time
No stipend

UCSF clinical and basic science
faculty; competitive

Two seminars and two projects
Topics:

Learning theory
Teaching methods
Curriculum development and

evaluation
Assessment
Educational research
Leadership and career development

Scholarly product
thly sessions for 1
ar, then quarterly
ssions for 2 years
sidence

Stipend University of Iowa clinical and
basic science faculty;
competitive

Error! Hyperlink reference not valid.
Goal:

Promote leadership in faculty
development related to teaching
skills in departments and
throughout the college of
medicine

872.e1
Geraci
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al

M
aster

Teachers
and

Clinician
Educators
Table Examples of Local and National Educational Fellowships

Course Leng

Educational Fellowships—
Institution Specific

Medical College of Wisconsin
Docere Fellowship Programe1

One
pe

Enti
2

In re

David Geffen School of
Medicine at the University
of California, Los Angelese2

Fellowship in Medical
Education

2 ye
In re

University of California, San
Franciscoe3

Teaching Scholars Program

One
fo

In re

University of Iowae4

Teaching Scholars Program
Mon

ye
se

In re



Table Continued

Course Length Fee/Stipend Target Audience Comments

Topics:
Teaching skills
Curriculum design
Professional skills

McGill University, Montreal,
Canadae5

Teaching Scholars Program

One day per week,
12-18 months

In residence

Course work and travel
funded by private
donation

Release time

McGill University clinical and
basic science faculty;
competitive

Topics:
Curriculum design and innovation
Teaching methods
Evaluation strategies
Program evaluation
Research
Educational leadership

University of Rochester
School of Medicine and
Dentistry

Dean’s Teaching Fellowship

20 3-h sessions per
year for 2 years

Stipend plus research
and travel expenses
provided

15% release time

UR clinical and basic science
faculty; competitive

Topics:
Educational theory
Research methods
Teaching methods
Educational technology
Curriculum design
Assessment of students
Faculty development
Leadership
Career planning

Educational project
Must identify mentor

The Rabkin, Mount Auburn,
and Harvard Medical
Schoolese6

Academy Fellowships in
Medical Education

Weekly or monthly
sessions for 10
months

In residence

Stipend
20% release time

Clinical and basic science
faculty, competitive

Topics:
Medical education funding
Curriculum design and

implementation
Program evaluation
Adult learning principles
Small and large group teaching
Humanities relevance to education
Medical education research
Leadership
Self-reflection, professional

development
Mentor
Scholarly product

872.e2
The
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erican
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of

M
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123,

No
9,

Septem
ber

2010



Table Continued

Course Length Fee/Stipend Target Audience Comments

Other institutions with educational fellowships: University of North Carolina, Brody School of Medicine- East Carolina University, Johns Hopkins University, University of Michigan,
Baylor University, University of Washington, University of California, Davis and more
Educational Fellowships—
National

Harvard Macy Program for
Educators in Health
Professions

11-day winter and 6-
day spring sessions
in residence at
Harvard

$5300 Faculty in all specialties Topics:
Learning and teaching
Curriculum
Evaluation
Leadership
Information technology

Educational project
Stanford Program on Clinical

Teaching
One month $8000 Faculty and residents in all

specialties
Focus is on training participants to

teach educators at their home
institutions

Train the Teacher Curriculum:
Learning climate
Control of Session
Communication of Goals
Promotion of Understanding and
Retention Evaluation
Feedback
Promotion of self-directed learning

Master’s Degree
Programs—Online

Master of Academic Medicine
Keck School of Medicine

University of Southern
California

32 units of graduate
level coursework
required

2-3 years
Mostly on line; 7 days

in residence required

$40,416
($1263/unit)

Faculty Topics:
Developing, leading and evaluating

programs
Leading of self and others
Designing curricula and assessing

learners
Addressing policy and

accreditation issues and
challenges

Designing, implementing and
studying innovations

Masters in Health Professions
Education

University of Illinois Chicago
College of Medicine

32 semester h
Mostly online; 2 weeks

in residence

$675/hr e-tuition
$21,600

Faculty Topics:
Leadership in health professions

education
Scholarship methods
Curriculum Instruction

872.e3
Geraci

et
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M
aster
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and

Clinician
Educators



Table Continued

Course Length Fee/Stipend Target Audience Comments

Competence assessment
Program evaluation Quality

assessment
Primary care education
Clinical decision making
Medical humanities and ethics
Thesis required

Master’s in Education
Southern Illinois University

School of Medicine in
collaboration with
University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign

36 credit h
Online

$16,344 Faculty and residents Designed for health professionals
who have, or are preparing for,
educational leadership positions in
health professions schools
Topics:

Applied research design
Organization development
Program evaluation
Adult learning and development
History of work and educational

policy
Instructional design
Curriculum in medical education
Clinical performance assessment
Leadership in health professional

education
Master’s in Education
Cincinnati Children’s hospital

in collaboration with the
University of Cincinnati

45 credit h
On-line

$31,005 in-state (OH)
$31,455 out-of-state

Physicians and other health
care providers

Topics:
Adult learning
Curriculum and instruction
Educational research and

evaluation
Master’s Degree
Programs—In Residence

Masters in Medical Education
University of Iowa Carver

College of Medicine

30 credit h
Mostly in residence

$14,562 in-state (IA)
$40,326 out-of-state
Certificate also offered

for completion of
four courses

University of Iowa students,
competitive

Goal:
Develop a community of academic

medical faculty with formal
training in education who will
create and sustain a culture of
educational excellence within
the college of medicine, the
university, and the medical
education community at-large.

872.e4
The
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M
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Vol
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No
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Septem
ber

2010



Table Continued

Course Length Fee/Stipend Target Audience Comments

Master’s Concentration in
Medical and Professional
Education

University of Michigan School
of Education

30 credit h
In residence

$27,540 in state (MI)
$54,000 out of state

Faculty and professional
students, including medical
students

Physicians seeking advanced training
in education to provide them
with a conceptual and scholarly
foundation for their educational
responsibilities and to enhance
their leadership potential.

Certificate Programs University of Illinois Chicago
College of Medicine

Certificate Program for
Clinical Program Directors

One week and one
follow-up weekend in
residence

$2000 Program and fellowship
directors

Curriculum topics:
Instructional design and

technology
Educational measurement
Teaching methods
Clinical teaching
Assessment
Educational research
Faculty development

Portfolio project
University of Iowa Carver

College of Medicine
Certificate in Medical

Education

12 credit h Junior faculty, chief residents,
fellows

University of Pittsburgh
Certificate in Medical

Education

15 credit h $10,775 in state
$18,500 out of state

Individuals with a career
interest in teaching and
leadership positions in
medical education

General Leadership
Programs—National

AAIM Executive Leadership
Program

Collaboration with AAIM and
The Crimson Group

5 days on-site in
Cambridge, MA

$4000
Includes

accommodations and
meals

Leaders and key decision
makers within departments
of internal medicine

Topics:
Strategic analysis and marketing
Cost analysis and operations

management Organizational
design and leadership

Financial control systems and
change implementation
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Table Continued

Course Length Fee/Stipend Target Audience Comments

Association of American
Medical Colleges Mid-Career
Women Faculty
Development Seminar

3 days on-site in New
Mexico or Arizona

$1200 Women associate or recently
promoted full professors
with clear potential for
advancement to a major
administrative position such
as section or department
head

Topics:
Effective scientific writing
Skills to enhance teamwork
Negotiating for organizational

change
Paths to academic leadership

Career mapping
Financing the missions of

academic medicine
Maintaining vitality as a faculty

member and as a woman
Communicating effectively

*Excluded are degree programs not specifically related to education, such as master’s programs in public health, epidemiology, business, and health policy, or those degree programs focused primarily on
research.

e1Simpson D, Marcdante K, Morzinski J, et al. Fifteen years of aligning faculty development with primary care clinician-educator roles and academic advancement at the Medical College of Wisconsin. Acad
Med. 2006;81:945-953.

e2Wilkerson L, Uijtdehaage S, Relan A. Increasing the pool of educational leaders for UCLA. Acad Med. 2006;81:954-958.
e3Muller JH, Irby DM. Developing educational leaders: the teaching scholars program at the University of California, San Francisco, School of Medicine. Acad Med. 2006;81:959-964.
e4Rosenbaum ME, Lenoch S, Ferguson KJ. Increasing departmental and college-wide faculty development opportunities through a teaching scholars program. Acad Med. 2006;81:965-968.
e5Steinert Y, McLeod PJ. From novice to informed educator: the teaching scholars program for educators in the health sciences. Acad Med. 2006;81:969-974.
e6Hatem CJ, Lown BA, Newman LR. Strategies for creating a faculty fellowship in medical education: report of a 10-year experience. Acad Med. 2009;84:1098-1103.
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